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“What we may be
witnessing is not just
the end of the Cold
war, or the passing of a
particular period of
post-war history, but
the end of history as
such: that is, the end
point of mankind's
ideological evolution
and the
universalization of
Western liberal
democracy as the final
form of human
government."
Francis Fukuyama, "The End of History?“
So is our time the epitome of the evolution and final
victory over for humanitarianism and reason?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbkSRLYSojo

Add another graph and freeze the picture

False necessity
• The problem of history
– The evolutionary and linear history teaches us that the end
result - the present - is the logical/most functionally
adapted outcome of the past
– In this way we tend to think that the way the world is
organised is inevitable

• But neither historical social structures nor present
ones are determined by necessity.
– Thus, the conditions which initially contributed to shaping
social structures may equally, at any point, alter them! (cf
Unger 2004)
Unger, R.M., 2004. False necessity: anti-necessitarian social theory in the service of Radical democracy:
from Politics, a work in constructive social theory, second edition. Verso.

”At every level the greatest obstacle to
transforming the world is that we lack the clarity
and the imagination that it could be different”

Unger in Andersson, K. 2012. Development Dialogue, september 2012.

False necessities?

Lack of imagination of what the world
could be
…maybe the solution is right there in
front of us

Social and economic development has
environmental costs

Sustainable development?

Sachs, W. The Archaeology of the Development Idea

Growth or degrowth?

Meadows, D et al. 1972. Limits to growth

Social and economic development
needs investment, capital and
technological innovation

”No universal history leads from savagery to humanitarianism but there is
one that leads from the slingshot to the megaton bomb” (Adorno 1973)

Joseph Tainters challenged the idea
that
• ”Innovation will counteract the effect of
climate change and resource depletion”
– Innovation has not always been constant in history
– Innovation is costly
– We can afford innovation only when energy is
cheap
– Innovation today costs more than gain
– Innovation today has slowed down
Tainter lecture Uppsala 22/1

A cautionary tale
• Solving problems tends to create...bigger
problems! (Tainter 2000, 2006)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Problems tend to be solved with more complexity
More complexity creates:
Bigger problems
Which is solved with:
More complexity
Which creates:
Bigger problems
Which is solved with....

Ex climate change mitigation
• Even Climate change mitigation has environmental
costs
– New scientific comitee, IPCC
– New scientific meetings
– New international meetings

• Uppsala university climate policy
–
–
–
–
–

Did not manage the carbon goal last year
Lowered the goal
And appointed a ”miljöansvarig”
who in turn appointed miljöansvarig in each dep.
…that goes to conferences to discuss how to cut down
carbon consumption

The Hummel example
• There is also always a gap between what and
innovator/company intends and actual effects
• Many small eco-cars may have larger carbon footprint than
• One big gasguzzling car
• ”Perverse incentives” (from conservation) = how policy may
led to completely adverse outcomes
– Carbon offsets make people fly more
– Planting forests in Africa make you take your car to work

• Or what the infrastructure and social planning ”allows” you
to do as an individual

Example from Tainter lecture

Will technology save us?
• The best technological solution do not necessarily win!
– The steamengine and windmill was invented already in Alexandria 62
AD, but no industrial revolution why?
– Other examples...?

• New technology often leads to new problems! (see discussuion in
Diamond 2005)

– Compare with the slow technological developments in the carindustry. The economic crises has been advanced as a chance to
rebuild (Leggewie and Welzer 2010, Florida 2010) has it now been
wasted?

• If you don´t adjust technology to reality your stuffed!

– Transition to coal in English industry happened after that wood
had become scarce. A Iron production factory was in nonuse for
4 years as it had not transitioned to coal in time (Ponting, 2007)

But the solution might already be here

We have to choose between either
social and economic justice or
environment

Central ideas
• Classical Grece: ”cradle of western throught”?
• Separation between people and nature starts here
• Plato separerated the world into a world of ideas and a physical
world were the world of ideas limits how we see the world.
– The debate on subjectivity and objectivity was old already in antiquity

• Natural philosophy had the ambition of understanding, explaining
and classifying the natural world. Nature could be understood as it
was rational – ”nature does nothing in vain”
• Aristotle meant that the world was built by rational laws and
that”plants exist for the sake of animals, animals for the sake of
man and that inferior men are natural slaves of the superior”
• This later became the foundation of a central thought in
enlightment (18th century) and of western thinking

That have always been contested
• In antiquity there was also a movement that saw nature and
society as an organic whole
• Romanticism in the 19th century also tried to reinstate nature
in human mind
• In the 1950s Ecology emerged as a discipline that saw the
world again more as an organic whole
• Environmental history emerged as a discipline in the 1970s,
partly as a reaction to conventional history that did not have
an interest in environmental issues
• With eco-femism and eco-critisism there has also been a turn
towards the understanding of a world as an organic whole

Critical theory
History does not show the victory ”of rationality
and humanism” but rather the systematic
oppresssion of nature and humans.
The systematic domination of nature and the
exploitation and domination of people has gone
hand in hand in history!
Horkheimer, M. & Adorno T.U. ([1947] 1997). Dialectic of the enlightenment.
Adorno argues that this domination of nature “naturbehärskning” causes great suffering
also for us as human beings. To break this one has to reflect over ones attachment and
dependence of nature. Adorna argues that the Arts can be a tool to liberate or to free our
minds from this eternal conflict

Privatisation or commons

Managing the global commons
• The atmosphere, seas and biodiversity are our
global commons
• How do we best manage this without creating
a ”tragedy of the commons” or a ”tragedy of
enclosure?”

Tragedy of the commons
• ”the tragedy of the commons” (cf Hardin

1968) debate

• Eg if people own resources together they do not manage it
and over exploit the resources (see critics as for instance
Orstrom et al 1999, Radkau 2008)

• This is far from a new debate:
• Similar debate in classical Greece, Rome
• 18th century England
• Today
• Green economics would want to regulate a ”price tag”
on resources, ”ecosystem services”, water or clean air

Private vs commons

Thomas Gainsborough “The Andrews” from 1749 (National Gallery, London).

”Tragedy of the enclosure” - England
• England (from Montgomery 2007, 94-107)

– The rural landscape of England in 1600 was
dominated by Smallhold farmers (yeomen)
– increasing environmental problems, with decline of
fertility of soils and loss of forests
– was used by the aristocrazy to claim that communal
land ownership was detrimental to the land
– landreforms from 1700 allotted huge land estates to a
few landowners
– at the same time as there was a renewed interest for
farming in the aristocrazy (influenced by a reading of
the roman classics) (according to Thirsk 1997 a 2:nd wave of alternative
agriculture, 27)

The law locks up both man and
woman
That steals the goose from of the
common
But lets the greater fellon loose
That steals the common from the
goose
English folk rhyme from the 18th century (In Borgerhoff Mulder and Coppolillo 2005)

Tragedy of the enclosures

Conservation areas in developing countries
Carbon off set forests etc
Landgrabbing for sustainability projects

Historic examples
•

Give support both for and against the idea of private
ownership as the ultimate way to manage resources

Some examples against:
•

•

•
•

Forest management: Radkau (2008, 140) compares Germany were
management was communal and not centrally organised but succesful
and forest managment in England that was either privatised or organised
by government were conservation efforts did not succeed and local
population was alienated.
Water management: Venice Medieval times, wells were initially under
organisation of private ownership but unsuccsefull why the maintanance
of wells became centralised and under town reponsibility Radkau (2008,

130)
The British landscape?
Many environments that are managed as a Commons today are healthy
landscapes that are high in biodiversity (Orstrom et al)

The problem is that this discussion is
always embedded in modern day
political discussion for or against
market liberalism

We have to choose between either
policy and state/or UN/EU
intervention
OR
market driven changes

For market liberalism
• Green economics & and organisations as FREE
– advocate (and argue that they have proof) that
transitions to greener production is faster if it is
market driven and voluntary

• State or supra state intervention inhibits such
transitions
• Ecosystem services and payment for ecosystem
services (eg the new green CAP, WWF, carbon offset)
• The ”morality of the market” CSR

CSR: 1759
• Adam Smith 1759: Market interactions that is freely participated in
by individuals and organizations, could serve the needs of society.
People engage in commerce or business out of selfish reasons, or
for their personal benefit. With this is implied that the consumer
should be the one to take the role of looking after the welfare of
society, and that he should support actions that advance the
interest of society.
• Today: Free mobility of capital should promote economic
development and growth, benefiting everyone in the long run more
than other approaches.
• Market liberalists argue that: The empirical evidence over the past
two centuries, in this regard, generally (if imperfectly) bears out
Adam Smith’s prediction in The Wealth of Nations (1776) that
relatively free markets will outperform alternative approaches for
wealth Creation.
Smith, Adam (2002 [1759]) The Theory of Moral Sentiments. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press. Note that this thread is courtesy of Dr Michel Notelid

The solution to poverty might be
there in front of us!
Hernando De Soto (The mystery of Capital)
The collective capital of the global south is 14 bill USD (?)
But its dead ”capital”
It takes up to 20 years to legalise a buissness or housing in
some countries in the global south
• So how can we reform and legalise todays informal
economies?

•
•
•
•

– De Soto re-studied the legal history of the United States to find
examples of how to legalise informal economies today.
– As a result, he also challenged the conventional understanding
of legal history in the US.

• And also the conventional understanding of economic
history and development
De Soto, H. 2001. The Mystery of Capital, Black Swan

Slums as new ways of thinking around
sustainability?

Ex Bombay, India and food deliveries (In Ecological Urbanism)
Davis (2004) Planet of slums

State organisation or self organisation?

Self organisation
• Much of the problems we see today may be
organisational problems
• The challenge is to build organisations that are
reasonably stable but at the same time flexible enough
– Institutional diversity (Orstrom et al, commons research)
– Gaming industry (Valve)
– Other examples of self organisation/s?

• Advice for planning (from Scott 1998, in Seeing like a state):
–
–
–
–

Take small steps
Favour reversibility
Plan on surprises
Plan on human inventiveness

Does policy work?

Some examples: Agricultural policies
(EU)

• Myers 1998 (Conservation) policy to encourage forest
conservation in Brasil
• EU agricultural policy vs Eu environmental policy

EU agricultural policy has done more to reshape the European
landscape than any other policy and as been a ”perverse
incentive” with regards to EU environmental policy

Myers (1998 in Borgerhoff Mulder and Coppolillo 2005, Agnoletti 2006)

Examples of successful policies
• Brasília (Scott 1998, 121-126)

– Built in the 1956-1960. Influenced by Le Corbusier, the PLANNED city.
No reference to history or tradition - a completely NEW city
– For people living in Brasília ”it is as if planners rather than aiming to
create a city wanted to prevent one”

• Kolkhoz system, Sovjet (Scott 1998, 193-222)
–
–
–
–

Collectivisation of farms
With central planning
Undermined smallhold farming
Undermined the individulist capacity for self-governance

Food security
• Many historic food crises in Europe and European colonies have
been ”policy induced”
• The 18th century foodcrises were induced by protectionist
national economies in Europe
• But the 19th century foodcrises were induced by laissex faire
economic policies
• ”Food entitlements” cf Amartya Sen
– Analysis of 5 foodcrises in the 20th century shows that a country can
produce a lot of food but still people starve
– What regulates foodsecurity is for instance access to money,
wares/skills to trade, social netoworks, sociala allianses etc

India 1877-1878
• The 1877-1878 El Nino event in India

– Coincided with a global economic recession which
began already in 1876
– Millions died of starvation in India, China, Brazil, ¼ of
sheep in New south Wales died, California
experienced its wettest winter in 200 years and
cropsurplus was burnt to keep price of grain steady
– Effects of starvation was exasperated by British official
policy in India that had a laisseiz-faire policy towards
the Indian economy. 320 000 000 kg of cereal grain
was exporterted from India to Britain (Fagan 1999, 222-230)
.

China 1743-1744
• Northern China 1743-1744 (Fagan 1999, 222-230)

– Draughts caused cropfailure 2 years in a row but this did not result in
masstarvation

• Local administrator (Guancheng) opened all granaries, &
adminstred transport of grain from wetter regions

– Supported 2 million farmers on grain for 8 months, 85% of it coming
from outside the area

• Rulers in China, in the 18th century, were extremely involved in
administration of food supplies and had a moral obligation to do so
– Speculation in grain prices were highly penalized
– High investment in transport routes such as the grand canal
– Manuals for relief management and planning (estimation that c. 10%
of state budget went to maintaing food surpluses for bad years)
– Peasantry of northern China was subject to little taxation and owned
their land

How people resist fancy ideas of social
engineers
• ”If people had not used skills, initiative, and
knowledge in the Kolkhoz system, they would
not have survived” (Russian woman in Scott 1998, 350)
• How did factories in Sovjet meet production
quotas?
• Staff included:
– ”Jack of all trades”
– ”Wheeler-dealer”
• (None of which were listed on payrolls)

Malawi 1949-1950
• Malawi (1949-1950) Nyasaland British protectorate and
under British administration (from Vaughan 1987)

– Foodcrises due to droughts and involvement in cashcrop
farming, and migrant labour
– Nyasaland administration adopted a ”Malthusean” philosophy
to the foodcrises

• foodshortages was due to an environmental crises caused by
overpopulation and bad environmental management by local farmers

– In combination with a economic strategy of laisseiz-faire (cf
Adam Smith)

• Administration did nothing to mitigate the foodcrises
• But people survived the crises through migrating, living of
the wild, living with families in other regions, labour
migration etc

Plan for inventiveness

Climate change is natural and we
cannot do anything about it

Global climatic systems
Longtitudinal &
latitudinal
transport of air

ITCZ –
intertropical
convergence zone
Circumpolar
Jet stream

Climate and people
• Maya 800 AD

– The fatalist cyclical view of time in Maya society made people less
inclined to mitigate crises (Radkau 2008, 29)

• Constantinople 800 AD

• 2 crises with 10 years intervall. One was anticipated through prophecies –
society remained stable. The other was not prophesised and led to a societal
collapse

• Mozambique today

– ”The drought came because of the civilwar, when people fight god
stops the rain because he is angry with us” (Chibuene elder 2001)

• Tanzania today

– Speaking about droughts and floods is a also a political discourse, the
two are embedded (Feierman 1992)

• USA, Europe, Sweden: discourse around Global warming or El Niño
is similarly embedded in a political and moral discourse!

Relationship between climate, nature
and people
• Our relationship with climate and natural
distasters is not as ”modern” as we tend to think
(cf Mauelshagen 2010)

– “every environmental disaster, all the way up to global
warming, stands as a potential indicament of the
ignorant or culpable human actions that contributed to it.
The human inclination is to transform all such events into
stories that carry a moral lesson”. (Cronon 1992)

• Responses and actions in relation to climate
change is mediated through our social world
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